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1. Introduction. Consider a Riemann surface S. (All Riemann surfaces

are surfaces without boundary and are assumed to be separable but not

necessarily connected.) Consider also a set 21 of analytic (that is, holomorphic)

functions on 5 which are not simultaneously constant on any component of 5.

From the functions in 21 it is possible to construct a wider class of functions

analytic on 5 by the operations of addition, multiplication, and scalar multi-

plication. Further functions analytic on 5 are obtained by taking those func-

tions which are uniform limits on each compact subset of 5 of functions

already obtained. Thus from 21 we pass to the set 21—the holomorphic comple-

tion of 21.

In the sequel we only study holomorphically complete sets 21 of analytic

functions on a Riemann surface 5. This means by definition that 1£2I, that

the functions in 21 are not all constant on any component of S, that 21 is an

algebra over the complex field with the natural algebraic operations, and that

each function on 5 which can be uniformly approximated on each compact

subset of 5 by functions in 21 is in 21. The set 21 will be topologized by the

topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of 5.

For such a holomorphically complete 21 there are certain natural ques-

tions: Given a sequence of points in 5 having no cluster point, does there

exist a function in 21 having prescribed values at the given points? Or: When

is it possible to approximate a function given on a compact subset of 5 uni-

formly by functions in 21? and so forth. It is well known (see for example

[l]) that the space X should be holomorphically convex (or at least weakly

holomorphically convex) relative to the given algebra 21 of analytic functions

if such questions are to have satisfactory answers.

Definition 1. A Riemann surface S is holomorphically convex (respec-

tively weakly holomorphically convex) relative to a holomorphically complete

set 21 of analytic functions on S if for each compact subset K of 5 the set

(respectively each component of the set)

K= {p inS: \f(p) |   g sup{ \f(q) \ : q G K} for all/in 21}

is compact.

One of the purposes of this paper is to show that if 21 is a holomorphically

complete algebra of analytic functions on a Riemann surface 5 then 5 can

be canonically extended to a Riemann surface S' and the functions in 21 can

be extended to S' to give an algebra 21' of analytic functions on S' with re-
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spect to which S' is weakly holomorphically convex. Thus the condition of

weak holomorphic convexity is always realized on a suitable extension of the

given surface S'. It might be thought that an analogous theorem would hold

for a holomorphically complete algebra 31 of analytic functions on a higher-

dimensional complex analytic manifold S, but an example of Wermer [9]

can easily be adapted to show that this is not the case. The following defini-

tion gives a precise meaning to the term extension just employed.

Definition 2. Let the pair (S, 21) consist of a Riemann surface S and a

holomorphically complete algebra of analytic functions on S. An extension of

(5, SI) consists of a second such pair (S', 21'), of an analytic map <r from S

to S', and of a one-one map r of 21 onto 21' such that

(*) (r(f))(o-(p)) = f(p)

lor all / in 21 and p in S.

Clearly <r need not be one-one since it is possible for <r to identify points

of S which are identified by all functions in 21.

One of our main results is then the following.

Theorem 2. Let the pair (S, 21) consist of a Riemann surface S and a

holomorphically complete algebra 21 of analytic functions on S. Then (S, 21)

admits an extension (S', 21') such that

(i) For each compact subset K of S' there exists a compact subset Ko of S with

PCL,

where L = o(K0), and L is formed relative to 21'.

(ii) To each continuous homomorphism <p of 21 onto the complex numbers

there exists p in S' with

(r(f))(P) = <b(f)

for all f in 21.
(iii)  The set

T={(p,q):peS',qeS',p^ q,f(p) = f(q) for all fin 21'}

is a countable subset of S'XS' which has no cluster point in S'XS'.

(iv) For each compact subset K of S' the set K is the union of a compact set

L and all points p in S' for which there exists q in L with (p, q) £ T.

Added in proof. From the argument used in proving Theorem 3 below it

follows that the set L of (iv) can in fact be taken to be the union of K and

all those components of S' —K which are relatively compact subsets of S', so

that in particular bdry L C.K.

It follows from (iv) and the countability of T that S' is weakly holo-

morphically convex relative to 21'.

Property (ii) of Theorem 2 contains the key to the construction of the
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extension (S', 21'). The surface S' is constructed abstractly by considering

the set of continuous homomorphisms of 21 into the complex numbers and

imposing the structure of a Riemann surface on this set. If a certain countable

set of homomorphisms are counted more than once this can be done and gives

the Riemann surface S'. The mapping a from 5 to S' is then easily found,

as is the mapping t from 21 onto a certain set 21' of analytic functions on S'.

The pair (S1', 21') and the maps <r and r are then shown to be an extension of

(S, 21) having the properties of Theorem 2. Since a continuous homomorphism

<b of 21 into the complex numbers has the property that there exists a compact

subset K oí S with

\<b(f)\ á sup { |/(f) | :p EX}

for all / in 21, to get all continuous homomorphisms cb it is sufficient to con-

sider compact subsets K of S' and homomorphisms <fi satisfying the inequal-

ity.

Thus we come to a well-known problem in Banach algebras—the investi-

gation of the set of continuous homomorphisms (called the spectrum) of an

algebra of continuous complex-valued functions defined on a compact Haus-

dorff space K. Here continuous means continuous in the uniform norm for

functions on K. The bulk of this paper is concerned with aspects of this prob-

lem, and the results obtained in this investigation are applied in the proof

of Theorem 2. The particular type of Banach algebra which arises will be

called a uniform algebra.

Definition 3. A uniform algebra is a Banach algebra with unit whose

norm and spectral norm coincide.

If 21 is a uniform algebra with spectrum Y and Silov boundary X, it is

clear that 21 can be considered as a closed subalgebra of either C(X) or C( Y),

where C(r), for a compact Hausdorff space Y, is the uniformly-normed

algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on V. Conversely it is

clear that if T is a compact Hausdorff space then every closed subalgebra of

C(r) which contains the function 1 is a uniform algebra.

Most of this paper is a systematic investigation of conditions which

imply that certain open subsets of the spectrum of a uniform algebra can be

given the structure of a Riemann surface on which the functions of the algebra

all are analytic functions. The following is the principal result of this investi-

gation.

Theorem 1. Let "ñbea uniform algebra with Silov boundary X and spectrum

Y. Let 21 contain a function g which has the following properties :

(a) The interior of g(X) is void.

(b) Each point of g(X) is the vertex of some nondegenerate triangle whose

interior lies in —g(X).

(c) For each z in g(X) there are only a finite number of points p in X with

g(p)=z.
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(d) // wy and w2 are points in —g(X) there exists a Jordan arc y joining

Wy and w2 and intersecting g(X) in a finite number of points zy, • ■ ■ , z\. Each

point Zi has the property that there exists a smooth open Jordan arc JoQg(X)

which contains z¡, which is an open subset of g(X), and which is the homeomorphic

image under the mapping g of the subset {p: pÇzX, g(p)G.Jo} of X.

Then there is a Riemann surface S and a continuous map \of S onto Y—X

such that f o X is analytic on S for all fin 21, suchthat each point in Y—X except

for those in a countable set is the image of exactly one point in S, and such that

when —g(X) has a finite number of components j each point in Y—X is the

image of at most j—1 points in S.

In condition (d) a "smooth" arc is one with a continuously turning

tangent. To introduce another piece of notation, g~ will denote the function

(or relation) inverse to a function g, the designation g~x being reserved for

the function 1/g.

The investigations of this paper have their origin in ideas of Wermer [7 ;

8]. In particular special cases of Theorems 1 and 2 follow from Wermer's

work. The present paper carries the theory further in certain directions than

did Wermer's work and develops some of the material more systematically.

In particular a definitive theorem (Theorem 2 above) about algebras of

functions on Riemann surfaces is obtained. H. Royden has also extended

Wermer's work, by methods different from those used here.

2. Functions rational over 21. The motivations for the following definition

are clear.

Definition 4. Let 21 be a uniform algebra with spectrum Y, and let X

be the Silov boundary of 21. Let A be a function in C(X), and let py, • • • , pn

be points in F, not necessarily distinct. Let G denote the set of all products of

the form
g  -   gig*  •   •   •  gn,

with g¿£21 and gi(pi)=0. Then h will be called a rational function over 21

with poles py, ■ ■ ■ , p„ if

(i) gA£2l for all g in G.
(ii) There exists g in G with (gh)(pi)¿¿0, Iz^iz^n.

Lemma 1. Let h be a rational function over the Banach algebra 21 with poles

Pi, • • • , pn- Let qi, • • • , qm be another set of poles for h. Then m — n and the

sequence qy, • • • , qm is a rearrangement of the sequence pi, • • • , pn.

Proof. Assume that there is a point p which occurs j times in the sequence

pi, • • • , pn and k <j times in the sequence Ji, • • • , qm. To prove the lemma,

it will be enough to contradict this assumption. We may take it that p\ = p2

= • • ■ =Pi=P, <Zi = 22= • • • =ak = p. Choose g=gi • • • g„ with g<£21,

gi(Pi)=0, gfe£2l, (gh)(p)^0. For k<i^m, choose /< in 21 with /<(ç<)=0,
fi(P) = 1- Thus the function

/ =  gl •  •  •  gkfk+l   ■   ■   ■ fm
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is in 21, and/ft£2I because qi, • • • , qm is a set of poles for h. Thus the function

ot=fhgk+i ■ ■ • gn is in 21. We have a(p)=0, since gk+i(p)=gk+i(pk+i)=0. But

<* = ghfk+i ■ • • fm,

and the quantities (gh)(p), fk+i(p), ■ • • , fm(P) do not vanish. This contra-

diction shows that our assumption was false, thereby proving the lemma.

We are now justified in speaking of the poles pi, • ■ ■ , pn of a function h

rational over 21. If p is in the spectrum of 21 and ¿ is a non-negative integer

such that p occurs ¿ times in the sequence pi, ■ • • , p„ we say that p is a

pole of multiplicity ¿ of h.

Lemma 2. Let h be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21 and let the

point p with multiplicity n > 0 be the only pole of h. Then there exists g in 21 such

that gh is rational over 21 and the point p with multiplicity n — 1 is the only pole

ofgh.

Proof. Choose gu ■ ■ ■ , gn in 21 with a = gi ■ • • |JiG2l, g,(p) =0, a(p) 9*0.

Let g = gi. It is clear that g satisfies the required conditions.

Lemma 3. Let hi be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21 such that

the point p with multiplicity « «^ 0 is the only pole of hi. Let the function h2 in

C(X), where X is the Silov boundary of 21, have the property that g&2G2l/or

each g in G, where G is the set of all g = gi ■ ■ • gn with g,G2I and gi(p) = 0. Then

there exist elements fi and f2 in 21 with h2—fihi-\-f2.

Proof. We proceed by induction on «. The theorem is clearly true if w = 0,

for then both hi and h2 are in 21. Assume now that the lemma is true for all

integers up to and including « —1. By hypothesis, there exists g in G with

ghi = a£n and a(p)?*0, say a(p) = 1. If we letß=l-a, then /3G2I, ß(p) =0,

and l=ghi-\-ß. Multiplying this equality by h2, we have

h2 = ghih2 + ßh2 = (gh2)hi + ßh2 = Shi + ßh2,

where 5G2I. By the previous lemma, there exists y in 21 with y(p) = 0 such

that 7Â1 is rational over 21 and has the point p with multiplicity «— 1 as its

only pole. By the hypothesis of the induction, we therefore have

ßh2 = 70(7^1) + 7i,

where 70 and 71 are in 21. Therefore

h2 = 8hi + ßh2 = (5 + 707)^1 + 7i-

If we write/1 = 5+7o7 and/2 = 7i, this proves the lemma.

Lemma 4. Let h be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21, with poles

at the distinct points p 1, • • • , pn of multiplicities ¿1, • • • , ¿„ respectively. Then

there exist functions oti, ■ ■ • , an in 21 with cn+ ■ • • +an = 1 such that for each

i the function ají = hi is rational over 21 with a single pole of multiplicity ¿,- at pi.
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Proof. For l^iz^n let G, consist of all products gig2 • • • gk{ with gy£2I

for l^j^ki and gy(/>i)=0. For l^ig« let F¿ consist of all products of the

form/i • • • fi-yfi+y ■ ■ ■ fn with/y£Gy. Let Fi be the ideal which F, generates

in 2Í. Since the ideals F,- are simultaneously contained in no maximal ideal

of 21, Pi + • • • +Fn is an ideal of 2Í which is contained in no maximal ideal.

There therefore exist elements a¿ in Pi with cty+ ■ ■ • +an—l. Let hi = oiih.

Clearly Â;/,£2I for each/; in G,-. To complete the proof that h, has a pole of

order ki at pi and no other pole it is sufficient to show that there exists fi in

G i with (h if i) (pi) 7^ 0. By hypothesis and Definition 4 there exist elements /,•

in Gi with (fh)(pi)^0 for all i, where /=/i •••/». We shall show that
(hifi)(pi)9£0, thereby completing the proof. Since clearly a,(pi) =0 for j^i,

we have a¿(/>¿) = 1. Therefore

(ßd(pi) = (ß)(Pi)ai(Pi) * 0.

Since

(fh<)(Pi) =fi(pi) ■ • ■ fi-i(p{)Ui(pi) • • ■ fn(pù(fihi)(p,),

it follows that (fihi)(pi)9i0. Thus hi has a pole of order ki at pi, as was to be

proved.

Lemma 5. Let h be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21 with poles

at pi, • ■ ■ ,pn. There exists a unique continuous function h on Y—\py, • • • ,pn),

where Y is the spectrum of 21, such that iff is any element of 21 for which /Ä£2l

then

(*) (}h)(p) = f(p)h(p) for all pinY - {Pu- ■ -,pn}.

The function h becomes infinite at the points pi. Thus if we define h to be infinity

at the points pi then h is a continuous function from Y to the Riemann sphere.

Proof. Consider a point p in Y— {py, ■ ■ ■ , pn\. Choose g = gi • • • g„ with

giEK, gi(pi)=0, gi(p)*0. Define Hq) = (gh)(q)[g(q)]-1 for all q in Y for

which g(q)9i0. Now if/ is any function in 21 such that/fe£2I, and if g is a

point in Y with g(q) *0, then f(q)(gh)(q) = (fgh)(q) = (fh)(q)g(q), so that

(*) (fh)(q) = f(q)h(q)

as was required. This equation can be written h(q) = (fh) (q) \f(q) ]-1, which

shows that h is independent of the choice of g. Since h is clearly continuous,

it remains only to prove the last statement of the lemma. To this end, choose

g as above with (gh)(pi)?é0, lgîg«. Since g(q)h(q) = (gh)(q), we have

g(q)t^O for all q sufficiently near pi. The equations h(q) = (gh)(q) [g(q)]_1 and

g(pi) =0 then show that | h(q) \ —* °° as q—*pi, as was to be proved.

To simplify notation we shall write simply h(p) for h(p) in the situation

of Lemma 5. By a rational function h over a uniform algebra 21 with a simple

pole at p we shall mean a rational function h over 21 which has {p} as its

complete set of poles.
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Definition 5. Let A be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21

with a simple pole at the point p. We define the transformation Th from 21

to 21 by

Tkf = h(f - f(p)).

It is clear that ||r>,|| ^2||ä||, where \\h\\ will now be defined.

Definition 6. Let h be a rational function over the uniform algebra 2Í.

We define

||A|| = sup{ | A(x)| :xEX},

where X is the ¡Silov boundary of 2Í, and [A] = (2||a||)_1.

Definition 7. If A is a rational function over a uniform algebra 21 with

a simple pole at a point p, Dh will denote the set ¡2: \z\ < [h]} in the complex

plane. If/G2I the expansion of / in powers of A-1 will denote the power series

Oo+ffiz+ • • • , where an=fn(p) with fn = (Th)nf.

Lemma 6. Under the hypothesis of Definition 7, the expansion of f in powers

of A-1 converges for all z in Dh.

Proof. We have

\an\   á||r,|h||/N(2||A||H/||,

and so the series converges for \z\ < [h].

Definition 8. Under the hypothesis of Definition 7, the value of the sum

of the power series at the point z in Dh will be denoted by P(f, A, z).

Definition 9. If A is a rational function over a uniform algebra 21 with

a simple pole p, ii z is any point in Dh, and if x is any point in the Silov

boundary X of 21, then we define the quantity u(h, z) in C(X) by the equation

u(h, z, x) = h(x)(l — zh(x))~x,

where «(A, z, x) denotes the value of «(A, z) at x. (It should be noted that

1— zh(x)7*0 for all z in Dh since |z| < [A].)

Lemma 7. Let h be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21 which has

a simple pole p. Letf be an element of 21. Thena(z) = [f—P(f, A, z) ]u(h, z) defines

an analytic mapping a from Dh into 21.

Proof. We have seen that P(f, A, •) is an analytic complex-valued function

00

P(f, A, Z)   =   2  anZ",
n-0

where an=fn(p) and fn = (Th)nf. It is easily seen by induction that

n-l

/„ = h«(f - 00) - ¿Z hkan-k
k-l
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for »¿1. We also have \z\ <[h] = (2\\h\\)~1, which implies that ||zA||<l for
all z in Dft. Thus the mapping z—>u(h, z) is an analytic mapping from Dk into

C(X) and has the power series expansion

CO

u(h, z) = 2 znAn+1.
n-0

It follows that a is an analytic mapping from Dh into C(X) with the power

series expansion

<Kz) = (/ - ao - ¿ anzA ( ¿ z"Â"+1 j

00 00

= A(/ - flo)  +  £/n+l2n  =  £/»+lZB,

n=l n=0

with/„ as above. Since /„£2l for all values of «, we see that tr(z) £21, as was

to be proved.

Lemma 8. Under the hypothesis of Definitions 7 and 8 the mapping

Xh(z):f^P(f,h,z)

is a homomorphism of 21 into the complex numbers, for each z in Dh, and there-

fore is a point in the spectrum of 21. The mapping X*: z—->Xa(z) is a continuous

mapping of Dk into the spectrum of 21.

Proof. It is only necessary to prove that this map is multiplicative, the

other properties of a homomorphism being obvious. Fix z in Dh and write

u = u(h, z). Since \z\ <(2||ä||)-\ we have ||zä|| <l/2, so that

HI = ||A(1 - g*)-«|| < ||ä||(1 - l/2)-i = 2||A||.

Thus ||zíí||<1. It follows that l+zu has an inverse in C(X). Therefore

h = u(l+zu)~l. Now if m were in 21 we should have (l+zw)_1£2I, since

||zm|| <1, and therefore A£2I. Since h has a pole, it is not in 21, and therefore

u is not in 21.

Consider functions/ and g in 21. By Lemma 7, we see that the functions

g(f- P(f,h,z))u   and    P(f, h, z)(g - P(g, h, z))u

are in 21. It follows that their sum

\fg - P(f, h, z)P(g, h, z)]u

is in 21. Since also (fg — P(fg, h, z))u is in 21, we see that

[P(fg, h, z) - P(f, h, z)P(g, h, z)]u

is in 21. Since u itself is not in 21, this implies P(fg, h, z) —P(f, h, z)P(g, h, z)

= 0. Thus Xa(z) is a homomorphism of 21 into the complex numbers and there-
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fore is a point in the spectrum of 21 (see [5, p. 68]). The fact that Xa is con-

tinuous follows from the fact that for each / in 21 the composite map / o X»

= P(f, A, •) is continuous.

Definition 10. Let A be a rational function with a simple pole p over a

uniform algebra 21. For each z in Dh the quantity X»(z) is the point in the

spectrum Y of 21 defined by

/(X»(*)) = Pif, A ,z)

for all/ in 21. Eh will denote the subset of Y of all X*(z) for z in Dh. The map-

ping z—>X,,(z) of Dh onto Ek will be denoted by X«,.

Lemma 9. Let h be a rational function with a simple pole p over the uniform

algebra 21. Then for each z in Dh, u(h, z) is a rational function over 21 with a

simple pole at \h(z). For all z and t in Dh with t9*0 and t9*z respectively we have

h(\h(t)) = r1,       «(A, z, Xk(t)) = (/ - z)-\

For any q in the spectrum Y of 21 with q9*\h(z) and q9*p we have

u(h, z, q)[l - zh(q)] = h(q).

Proof. Let/ be any element in 21 such that f(p) 9*0 and fi(p)9*0, where

h-h(f-fip)). Then P(f, h, z) has the expansion o0+Oiz+ • ■ • with Oi=fi(p)

9*0. Thus the set 5 of points z in Dh with P(f, A, z) =a0 is isolated. Since

Pif, A, z) =/(XÄ(z)) and o0=/(f), it follows that \h(z)9*p lor all z in Dh-S.

Now the function cr defined by cr(z) = \f—P(f, A, z)]u(h, z) has been seen in

Lemma 7 to be an analytic map from Dh to 21, and therefore it has an expan-

sion
00

<r(z)   =   ¿Z anZK
n-0

converging on Dh, with a„G2I. For each x in the spectrum Y of 21, let

00

o-(z, x) = (o(z))(x) = £ an(x)z".
71-0

Thus if we define w(z) =o(z, XÄ(z)) it follows that

00

w(z) ■ ¿2 ctni\hiz))zn.

Since a„G2l, we see that a„ oXi, = P(an, A, •) is analytic on Dh and has ab-

solute values there which do not exceed ||or„||. It follows that w is an analytic

function on Dk. Since cr(0) = (f—f(p))h=fi, we have

w(0) = o(0, p) = fi(p) 9* 0,

so that the set T of all z in Dh with w(z) =0 is isolated.
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Consider now any point z in Dh — S— T. From the defining equations for

ex and u(h, z) we obtain

[f-f(Xh(z))]h = o-(z)(l-zh).

By Lemma 5, since \h(z)réP, we may evaluate both sides of this equality at

the point Xa(z) in Y, obtaining

0 = w(z)(l - zh(\h(z))).

Since z is not in T, this gives A(Xa(z)) =z_1. Since h is continuous on Y, by

Lemma 5, it follows that h(\h(t)) =t~1 for all i^O in Dh.

Since by Lemma 7 we see that u(h, z)(f— /(Xa(z)))£21 for all/ in 21, to

show that u(h, z) is rational over 21 with a simple pole at Xa(z), it is sufficient

to show that there exists/in 21 such that u(h, z)(f— /(Xa(z))) does not vanish

at Xa(z). To this end, we consider an element/ in 21 with the property that

w/£2I, where u = u(h, z). By the definition of u, we have

(1 - zh)uf = hf.

so that

uf = h(f + zuf).

For t in Dh and t^O, this implies by Lemma 5 that

(uf)(Xh(t)) = h(\h(t))\f(\k(t)) + z(uf)(\h(t))].

Since h(kh(t)) =¿_1 this gives

(*) («/)(x*(0) - (< - z)-!/(XaW)

if ¿5^0 and i^z. By continuity, (*) is valid whenever / and z are in Dh and

Now let / be any element in 21 with /(X4(z)) =0, f(p) =f(\h(0))^0. Let

/„ = «"/. Assume that/„£2I for all « and that/„(XA(z)) =0 for all «. It follows

by induction from the formula (*) that fn(\h(t)) = (t — z)~"fÇKh(t)), for all

ty^z. Thus/(Xft(-)) =/oXft is an analytic function on Dh which is not identi-

cally zero such that the function (• — z)~"/(Xa(-)) is analytic for each «. This

contradiction shows that our assumption was false. Thus there exists a posi-

tive integer « such that/„_i£2I and/„_i(Xft(z))=0 and either/„£2I or/„£2I

and/„(Xft(z)) ^0. We must have/„£2I, since/„_i£2l and/„_i(Xft(z)) =0. Thus

/»(Xft(z)) = (m/„_i)(Xa(z))t'í0. This is just what was needed to show that u is

rational over 21 with a simple pole at Xa(z). By the formula (*), we have

u(h,z,Mt))^(t-z)-\
Now if p is any point in Y with q^\h(z) and q^p, choose / in 21 with

/(<Z) = 1. /(^a(z)) =0. By the above, we have uf=h(f+zuf). Evaluating at q,

we have
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«(«) = «(?)/(?) = («/)(?)  = *(«)(! + *(«/)(?))

= A(g)(l + zm(o)),

so that

u(q)(l - zh(q)) - A(?),

as was to be proved.

Lemma 10. Let h be a rational function over the uniform algebra 21 with a

simple pole p. The mapping Xa is a homeomorphism of Dh onto Eh and Eh is an

open set in the spectrum Y of 21.

Proof. The mapping Xa is one-to-one because we have seen that A(Xa(z))

= z~x for all z in Dh. We shall show that \h(U) is open in Y for all open sub-

sets U oí Dh. Since Xa is continuous and one-one, it will follow that Xa is a

homeomorphism. By taking U = Dh, it will follow that Eh is open.

Assume then that \k(U) is not open, and let z in U be chosen so that

Xa(z) is not in the interior of \h(U). Since A is continuous on Y and since

[A(Xa(z)) ]_1 = z is in Dh, it follows that t= [h(q) ]~l will be in Dh whenever the

point q in Y—Xa(í/) is near enough to Xa(z). Choose such a point q. Since

îGXa(E/) we have q9*p and q9*\h(t). By Lemma 9 it follows that

= u(h,t,q)[l - tr1] = 0,

a contradiction. Thus Xa({7) is open, as was to be proved.

Definition 11 and Lemma 11. Let 21 be a uniform algebra and 2to the

set of functions rational over 21, so that 2lC2lo. We define A=A(2l), called

the analytic part oí Y, to be the set of all points p in the spectrum Y oí 21

such that there exists A in 2Io with a simple pole at p. Thus the poles of any

function in 2Io lie in A. The set A is open in Y and can be given uniquely the

structure of a Riemann surface in such a way that all functions A in 2lo are

analytic on A except for a finite number of poles which with their multiplicities

coincide with the poles and multiplicities of A when considered as a function

rational over 21. A point p in A is said to be a zero of order k of a function A

in 2lo if the analytic function A on A has a zero of order k at p. For each p in A

there exists g in 21 with a zero of order 1 at p. Ii A is in 2Io, if the points

p 1, ■ ■ ■ , p„ in A with multiplicities ¿1, • • • , ¿„ respectively are the poles of h,

and if Ai, • • • , A„ are elements of 2lo having simple poles at pi, • • ■ ̂ „respec-

tively then A can be written in the form

(*) A = ¿¿oiy(A.)>+/)
•-i y=i

where the an are constants and / is in 21. The set 2lo is a subalgebra of C(X),
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where X is the Silov boundary of 21. If Ai and A2 are in 2Io and if the point p

in F is a pole of neither then

(hih2)(p) = hi(p)h2(p)

and

(oiAi + a2hi)(p) = aihi(p) + a2k2(p)

for all scalars Oi and a2.

Proof of Lemma 11. Lemma 10 establishes a local coordinate system at

each point of A. Since the functions in 21 separate points on A and are analytic

in each such local coordinate system, we see that overlapping coordinate

systems are analytically related. Thus A can uniquely be given the structure

of a Riemann surface on which the functions in 21 are analytic. If AG2Io and

p G A is not a pole of A, then there exists g in 21 with g(p) = 1 and gA=/G2I.

Thus g(q)h(q) =f(q) for all q near p, so that A is analytic at p. If on the other

hand p is a pole of A of order «, let Ai have a simple pole p. Such an Ai exists

by Lemmas 2 and 4. Thus pGA. There exists g in 21 with g(p) = 0 and/i(J>) 9*0,

where/i = gAi. Since by Lemma 10 the function Ai—as a meromorphic func-

tion on A—has a simple pole at p, we see that g has a simple zero at p. Since

the element g"A of 2lo is analytic at p, we see that as a meromorphic function

on A, A has a pole at p of order at most «. On the other hand, there exists

«?i, • • • . gn in 21 with gi(p)=0 and gi ■ ■ ■ g„A=/G2I0, f(p)?*0. This shows
that as a meromorphic function on A, A has a pole at p of order at least «. Thus,

as a meromorphic function on A, the order of the pole of A at p is exactly w.

It follows that the poles of A and their orders are the same whether A is con-

sidered to be a meromorphic function on A or as a function rational over 21. We

have incidentally constructed a function, g above, with a zero of order 1 at

any point p in A. The fact that A is open in Y follows from Lemma 10.

We now prove the representation (*) for an arbitrary A in 2Io. To this

end, notice that it is sufficient to consider the case in which A has only one

pole, since by Lemma 4 an arbitrary A can be written as a linear combination

of such A. We assume therefore that A has the single pole p of multiplicity k,

and that Ai is any function in 2to with a simple pole at p. The representation

(*) which we wish to obtain now reduces to

(**) A = eoy(Ai)'+/,
•-1

with/G 21. Since A and Ai are meromorphic on A with poles of orders k and 1

respectively at p, we can find constants Ot, • • • , a,- such that the function

it
A - ¿Z fly(Ai)J

y-i

is regular at p, where A and Ai are considered as meromorphic functions on A.
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If we let g be the function 2Z*-i ay(Ai)J in C(X), it follows from Lemma 3 that

there exist/i and/2 in 21 with g=fih+f2. For all/ it is clear that (Ai)' is in 2Io

with a pole of order/ at p, and that (hi)'(q) = (hy(q))' for all q in F— {p\. If

/Sin 21 has a simple zero at/> and a=j8* we see thataAÍ£2lfor/^A, (ah{)(p) =0

for j'<A, (othy)k(p) t^O. Since ak^0, it follows that ag£2t and (ag)(p) ¿¿0. For

all q near £ we have (ah)(q) =a(q)h(q) and

(aAÍ)(c) = a(q)(h[)(q) = <*(?)(*!(?))'.

Thus

(ah)(q) - (ccg)(q) = a(?) [a(c) - £ ay(Ax(g))^.

Since the function

*       y

A — 2 aihu
y=i

where A and Ai are considered as meromorphic functions on A, is regular at p,

it follows that ah—ag has a zero of order at least k at p. Since

ocg = /i«A + /2a

it follows that

(ag)(I - fy) = ag -/iag

= otg - fyoth + fy(ah — ag) = f2a + fy(ah — ag)

has a zero of order at least k at p. But (ag)(p)?e0 so that 1 —f\ therefore has

a zero of order at least k at p. Therefore (1 —fi)h is in 21 and has a zero of

order at least k — 1 at p. Therefore (1 —fi)h\ is in 21 and has a zero of order at

least k — 2 at 21. Continuing this argument we see finally that (1— fy)h\ is in

21. Since by Lemma 3 A has the form

A = -Yi(Ai)* + 72

with Yi and y2 in 21, it follows that (1 —/i)A£2l. Therefore

g=/iA+/2 = A-(l -/i)A+/2 = A-/,

where/£2I. But this is just (**).

It remains to show that 2lo is an algebra. Let / and g be in 2Io. Let the

points py, ■ ■ ■ , pn in A include the poles of / and g, and let A<, 1 ¿ii%n, be in

2to and have a simple pole at pi. Thus both/and g have representations of the

form (*). It follows that/+g has a representation of the form (*). It therefore

suffices to prove that the element A of C(X) defined by (*) is in 2to, for arbi-

trary constants a,y and an arbitrary / in 21. We may assume that 0^,7^0 for

each ». For each i, choose a,- in 21 with a simple zero at pi and with a,(£y) 7a 0
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for i9*j. Set ßi=(ai)k* and ß = ßi ■ ■ • ßn. Thus /3,(A,)>G2I for já¿,-. Now

(ß(hi)')(pi) is 0 iij<ki and not zero if j = kt. Also iß(hm)>)(pi) = 0 ii j^km and

my*i. It follows that ßh is in 21 and (ßh)(pi)9*0 for all ¿. Thus A is rational

over 21 with poles pi, • • • , pn having respective multiplicities ¿i, • • • , ¿„. It

follows that 2Io is closed under addition.

To see that 2lo is closed under multiplication, it is sufficient to consider

elements/and g in 2Io each of which has at most one pole, since by Lemma 4

any element in 2lo is a linear combination of such elements, and since we have

already seen 2lo to be closed under addition. First let/ have a pole of multi-

plicity « at the point p, and let g have a pole of multiplicity m at the same

point p, where «j>0, «>0. We show that in this case fg has a pole of multi-

plicity «+w at p. It is clear that h—gi • • • gn+m/gG2lo whenever g,(p) =0 for

1 úiún-\-m, since we can write

A   =   gl   ■   ■   ■  gnf gn+l   ■   ■   ■  gn+mg.

It is also clear that we can choose the gt to give h(p)9*0, since we can choose

them to give

(«1  •   •   • gnfiiP)   * 0, (gn+i  ■   ■   ■ gn+mg)ip)  ?* 0.

This shows that/gG2l. We now consider the case for/G2l, g has a pole of

multiplicity m>0 at the point q. By the decomposition (**), it is sufficient

to consider functions g oí the form (A)', where A has a simple pole at q. If r

is the order of the zero of /at q, it is clear from successive multiplications by

A that A'/ is in 21 for i^r and has a zero of order r — i at q. If j^r, this shows

that fg G 21. If j>r, we see that a = hrf is in 21 and does not vanish at q, and

that/g=aAi_r. From this it is clear that/g is in 2lo with a pole of order j — r

at q.

There remains the case in which/ has a pole of order «>0 at p and g has

a pole of order m>0 at q, with p7*q. Let Ai with h\(q)9*0 have a simple pole

at p and A2 with h2(p)9*0 have a simple pole at q. By the representation (**),

it is sufficient to assume that either f=(hî)' for j>0 or /G2I, and g=(h2)k

for ¿>0 or g G 21. Since we have already settled the cases/G 21 or gG2i, we

assume/= (Ai)' and g = (A2)*.

It is then clear that

« = f\ ■ ■ ■ fi gi • ■ ■ gkfg G 21

whenever/j G 21, fi(p)=0, g¿G2l, g,(g) =0. Also, if we choose each /,• to have

a simple zero at p and not to vanish at q, and each gf to have a simple zero at

q and not to vanish at p, we see that a(p) 9*0, a(q)9*0. Thus/g is in 2I0. This

completes the proof that 2Io is an algebra.

Now consider Ai and A2 in 2io and p in Y which is a pole of neither Ai nor

A2. If g in 21 vanishes to sufficiently large order at the poles of Ai and A2 then

gAiG2l, gA2G2I, and gAiA2G2I. Choose such a g with g(p)9*0. We then have
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g(p)(hyh2)(p) = (ghih2)(p) = (ghy)(p)h2(p) = g(p)hy(p)h2(p),

so that (hih2)(p)=hi(p)h2(p). The proof that (h+h2)(p) = h1(p)+h2(p) is sim-

ilar.

Lemma 12. Let übe a uniform algebra with spectrum Y whose analytic part

is A. Let U be an open subset of A. Let <p be a bounded linear functional on

C(Y— U) which vanishes on 21. FAe« there exists a unique analytic differential

dcú¿ on U such that

[*] <b(h) = (2t»)-1 f Adov,
J c

if A is any rational function over 21 whose poles all lie in U, if C is the union of

a finite set of disjoint simple, closed rectifiable curves lying in U, and if C bounds

a relatively compact open set VQU which contains the poles of A.

Proof. Let p be any point in U and choose A in 2Io with a simple pole at p.

Thus A-1 is analytic at p, so that d(h~l), considered at p, is in the space of

differentials at p (see Chevalley [2] for this notion). We define the form dco^,

to have the value d>(h)d(h~l) at p. To see that this does not depend on the

choice of A, consider a second function g in 2lo with a simple pole at p. By

Lemma 11, there exists a constant X such that g—XA£2l. Therefore cb(g)

= \4>(h). Viewing g and A as meromorphie functions on A we see that g— XA

is regular at p. Since g~l and A-1 are regular at p and vanish there we see that

r'h-Kg - XA) = A-i - Àg-1

has a zero of order at least 2 at p. Therefore we have ¿(A-1) =Xá(g_1) at p.

We therefore have

<b(g)d(g-1) = <Kk)d(k-i)

at p, so that du>$ is uniquely defined.

To see that ¿co¿ is an analytic differential, notice that the function u(h, z)

of Definition 9 has a simple pole at Xa(z) for each z in Dh. If we consider A,

which is defined on Y— \p\, to be an element of C(Y— U) then the mapping

z —» «(A, z) = A(l — zA)_1

is an analytic mapping from Dn to C(Y— U), where

£>A= {z: \z\   <r}

with r chosen so small that | zh(p) | < 1 for all z in D° and all p in Y— U. Thus

z —> <p(u(h, z))

is an analytic function on Dl, so that

q -► <b[u(h, 7h(q))]
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is an analytic function on El, where E"=Xa(P^) and yh denotes the mapping

of Eh onto Dh which is inverse to Xa. If A and u(h, z) are considered as mero-

morphic functions on A, it follows from Lemma 10 that

u(h, z)(l — zh) = A.

Therefore

[«(A, z)]-1 = A-1 - z

so that

d[u(h, z)]-1 = ihr1.

Thus we see that the differential áw¿ is given on £° by

M, = <b[(u(h,yh(q))][d[u(h,yh(q))]-1]t

= <p[u(h, yh(q))]dh-\q),

and is therefore an analytic differential.

To prove the formula [*], we avail ourselves of the representation (*) of

Lemma 11. Thus in proving [*] it suffices to consider functions A", where A

has a simple pole in V, and functions/in 21. Now if/£2l, both sides of [*] van-

ish, the left side by the hypothesis on d> and the right side because fdco$ is

analytic on VV)C.

Thus we consider A with a simple pole at a point p in V. Since A"¿w« is

analytic on FUC except at p, we may replace the contour C by any simple

contour about p. Thus in proving [*] we may choose C to be a simple closed

rectifiable curve lying in Ej and surrounding the point p. Using the represen-

tation obtained above for dw^, in E°h, we now compute, letting B be the curve

in Dn corresponding to the curve C in ££,

f A»<fa>, =   f h»(q)<p(u[h, yh(q)\)dh-\q)
J c " c

=  I z~n<b(u(h, z))dz = <b\   I z~B«(A, z)dz

= <t>\   fz-»A(l - zA)~1áz 1 = A ¿ f zt-W+Vz 1

= <b[2Tihn] = 2TÍ<b(hn).

This proves [*] and thereby completes the proof of Lemma 12, since the

fact that diu$ is unique clearly follows from [*].

Lemma 13. Let 21 be a uniform algebra with spectrum Y whose analytic part

is A and whose Bilov boundary is X. Let U be an open set in A, and let B be the

boundary of U. Let S3i consist of all rational functions over 21 whose poles lie in
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U, and let 33 be the closure in C(Y— U) of 33i. TAe« Y—U is the spectrum of 33

and the Silov boundary of SQ is a subset of X\JB.

Proof. Consider any element X in the spectrum of 33. The restriction of X

to 21 is some point p in Y, so that

for all/ in 21. Assume that p(E U. Choose A in 2Io with a simple pole at p and

/ in 21 with f(p) = 0, (/A) (p) 9*0. Then

0 * ifh)iP) = X(/A) = X(/)X(A) = O-X(A) = 0.

This contradiction proves that p<E.Y—U. For any A in 33i choose g in 21 with

g(p) 9*0 and gh£%. Then

g(p)\(h) = X(g)X(A) = X(gA) = (gh)(p) = g(p)h(p),

so that X(A) =h(p). Since this is true for all A in 33i it is true for all A in S3.

Thus Y— U is the spectrum of 33.

We now show that the Silov boundary of 33 is a subset of X^JB. Consider

a point p in Y—U— (XVJB). Since X is the Silov boundary of 21 there exists

a bounded linear functional cp0 on C(X) such that

<t>oif) = fip)

for all/ in 21. Define the bounded linear functional cp on C(XKJ{p}) by

<t>if)="bo(f)-fip).

Thus <b(f)=0 for all / in 21. Let V be any relatively compact subset of U

whose boundary C consists of a finite number of disjoint rectifiable simple

closed curves. Let 33v consist of all functions in 33i whose poles lie in V. From

[*] of Lemma 12 it follows that

<b(h) = (2«)-1 I Ado)«
J c

for all A in 33v. If we define the bounded linear functional <bi on C(C) by

*i(/) = (2«)-1 f fdo»,
J c

it follows that cp2=-<po — <j>i is a bounded linear functional on C(X\JC) and

that <p2ih) =h(p) for all A in 33v. Thus, for each positive integer «,

I Kp) I» =  | *,(*") |   ^ ||fc||[sup{ | h(q) | : o G XU C}]»

for all A in 33v. By taking roots and letting «—> » it follows that

|A(/0|   ^sup{|A(?)| :oGXUC}.
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Now an arbitrary element A of 93i will be in 93v if F is a large enough subset

of U, and the inequality just derived will obtain. Letting V converge to U

it follows that

|A0)|   gsup{|A(5)| :qeX\JB\

for all A in 93i. This inequality therefore holds for all A in 93, so that XVJB con-

tains the Silov boundary of 93.

Lemma 14. Let 21 ¿>e a uniform algebra with spectrum Y whose analytic part

is A. Let X be the Silov boundary of 21. Let g be a rational function over 21 such

that g vanishes at only a finite set pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn of points in Y, all of which lie in

A. FAe« g~l is a rational function over 21.

Proof. Let k\, • ■ ■ , kn be the orders to which g vanishes at pi, • • ■ , p„

respectively. Let U be an open set in A containing the poles and zeros of g

such that the boundary C of U consists of a finite set of disjoint rectifiable

Jordan arcs lying in A. Let S8i consist of all rational functions over 21 whose

poles lie in U. Let 93 be the closure of 93i in C(Y— U). By Lemma 13, Y — U

is the spectrum of 93.

Now since g£93 and g does not vanish on Y — U, it follows that g_1£93.

Let <¡> be any bounded linear functional on C(X) which vanishes on 21.

By Lemma 12, we have

<b(h) = (2«)-1  I A¿co0
Je

for all A in S8i, and therefore for all A in 93. Now let / be any function in 21

which vanishes at pi, • • • , pn to orders at least ky, ■ • • , kn. We shall show

that/g_1£2I. This will help prove that g~l is rational over 21 with poles at

pi, • • ■ , pn of multiplicities fei, • • • , kn. To see that /g_1£2l, notice that

/g-^93, so that

Hfg-1) = (2«)-1 f fr1*** - o

since fg~l is regular on A. Since <p is an arbitrary bounded linear function on

C(X) which annihilates 21, it follows that /g_1£2I. To complete the proof

that g_1 is rational over 2Í, choose g,-£2l, 1 úiún, such that g¿ has a simple

zero at pi and gi^O^O for »Vj. Write /= (gi)hl ■ ■ ■ (gn)k". By the above we

have /g_1£2I. Since (/g_1)g=/ and g have zeros of the same order at

pi, • • • , Pn, it follows that (fg~l)(pi)^0 for lgjg«. This completes the

proof that g_1 is rational over 21.

3. Conditions for analyticity of the spectrum. In this section we derive

conditions which imply that certain points in the spectrum of a uniform

algebra belong to the analytic part of the spectrum. Somewhat more exact

conditions could be given, by refining the techniques employed here, but the
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added generality which would be obtained does not seem to justify the at-

tendant complication of the proofs.

Lemma 15. Let 21 ¿>e a uniform algebra with Silov boundary X and spectrum

Y with analytic part A. Let g be a function in 21 which vanishes at a finite set

pi, • • • , pn of points in Y, all of which lie in A and are simple zeros of g. Let

A = inf {| g(x) | : xGX}. Let f in 21 have the properties f(pi) = 1 and f(p¡) = 0 for
2^i^n. Then there exists a neighborhood Fi of pi in A which g maps homeo-

morphically onto {z: \z\ <A(32\\f\\3)-1}.

Proof. By Lemmas 11 and 14, we see that h=f2g~1 is rational over 21 with

a simple pole at pi. Let D be the set

l«l «I   á(4||/||HA]}.
Since 11/11 è | fipi) | = 1, we see that

DCDh= {z: \z\   Ï [A]},

so that E=Xa(D) is a subset of Eh. By Lemma 9, A-1 o Xa is the identity map

on DCDh. Since \\¿-l\\ SA~\ we have ||â|| á^-1||/||2 so that [A] = (2||A||)-1

è^(2||/||2)-'. Now |/(g)-l| ^2||/|| for q in Eh, and f(Pi) -1 = 0. Since A-1
maps Eh homeomorphically onto Dh, it follows by Schwarz's lemma that

l/(í)-l|   á 2||/|| | h-\q) | [A]-*

for all q in Eh. In particular, for g in £ this gives

!/(?)-l|  á 2||/||(4||/||HA][A]-'- 1/2,

so that |/(g) | è 1/2. Thus for q in the boundary of E we have

\giq)\   =  \f(q)\*\h(q)\-^ 1/4(4||/||HA]

è l/4(4||/||)-M(2||/||ri = ^(3211/lb-1.

Assume for the moment that pi is the only point in E at which g vanishes.

Then this last inequality when combined with Rouche's theorem tells us

that each value of z with |z| <^4(32||/||3)-1 is assumed by g exactly once on

the set E. If we set

Fi= {<?:<? G £, \g(q)\   < ¿(3211/il*)-1},

the set Fi has the required properties.

It only remains to see that pi is the only point in E at which g vanishes,

i.e., that none of the points pi, 2^i^n, is in E. If such a pi were in E, we

would have h(p,) =f(pi)ifg~l)(pi) = 0, contradicting the fact that A does not

vanish on Eh. This completes the proof of Lemma 15.

Definition 12. Let 21 be a uniform algebra with Silov boundary X and

with spectrum Y whose analytic part is A. Let g be a function in 21. A point

z in — g(X) will be called g-regular of multiplicity « if g_({z}) consists of n
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points py, • • ■ , pn of Y, all of which lie in A and at each of which g—z has a

simple zero. A component U oí — g(X) will be called g-regular of multiplicity

« if all points in U with the exception of an isolated set in U are g-regular of

multiplicity n.

Definition 13. A point p in the spectrum F of a uniform algebra 21 will

be called one-dimensional of multiplicity « if there exists a connected neighbor-

hood U of p such that

(i) U— \p) consists of « components Ui, • • • , Un each of which is a

subset of A.

(ii) For Igt 51 « there exists a homeomorphism <r,- of £/Aj{/>} onto

{z: \z\ <l} which is analytic on Ui.

Lemma 16. Let V be a bounded open set in the complex plane with boundary

B. Let N be a relatively open subset of B and A an analytic function in V such

that

lim A(z) = 0

for each t in N. Then N is an isolated set (the relative topology of N is discrete) m

Proof. Let t0 be any point in N and let L be some neighborhood

L — \z: I z — /o[   < «}

of to with the property that LC\BÇ.N. Define the function A0 on L by A0(z)

=A(z) if z£ V and A0(z) =0 otherwise. Thus A0 is continuous on L and ana-

lytic at those points where it does not vanish. By a theorem of Radó (see

[3]), A0 is analytic on L. Since A0 vanishes on Li\N, the point to is isolated

in Lf~\N and therefore isolated in N. This completes the proof.

Lemma 17. If 21 is a uniform algebra with spectrum Y and Silov boundary

X and if g is a function in 21, then any component U of —g(X) which contains

a g-regular point z0 of multiplicity « is g-regular of multiplicity n. If z is any

point in U then there are at most « points p in Y with g(p) =z, each of which is

one-dimensional. If there are exactly n such p then they all lie in A and are simple

zeros of g—z.

Proof. Let/ be any function in 21 with ||/|| _: 1/2 which has distinct values

at the points p in A with g(p) =z0. Let Uo consist of all points in U which are

g-regular of multiplicity «. For each z in t/0 let pi, • • • , p* be the points in

A where g takes the value z, and define the function A on Uo by

a(z) = n (/(¿)-/(/.))2.
is«ysn

Let V be the set of all z in Uo with A(z) 7^ 0, so that z0£ V. For each z in Uo

define the functions/2 in 21, lúiún, by
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tiP) = II ifit) -/(/.))•

Since 11/11 g 1/2 we have |A(z)| £1, \\fl\\ £1. Also,

I A(z) |   = f[ I A,(z) | ,
í-i

where

A.-(z) = /.(>'.).

We therefore see that |A,(z)| «^ |A(z)| for 1 ̂ i^n and z in [/0- For z in

V we define

g*. = (A,(z))-y;.

It follows that gJG2I, that ||¿|| è | A,(z)|-'á |A(z)|-\ that g'(j>í) = l, and
that glipi) =0 iorJ9*i. It follows from Lemma 15 that there exists a neighbor-

hood of pi in A which g — z maps homeomorphically onto

U:\l\  < A.(3$\g%y%

where A, is the distance of z to g(X). Thus g maps some neighborhood F\ of

/>i homeomorphically onto

D,= {t:\l-z\   <K.}

where

#, = 1/32,4,1 A(z)|8.

For Í9*j there thus exists a unique analytic homeomorphism cr oí Fi onto 7^

which identifies points at which g has equal values. Now if Flz and F{ had a

common point q, it would follow that o(q) = g. Thus Í2 = F[r\P¡ would be non-

void and a is the identity map on 0. Clearly 0 is open in F\ because both

F\ and F{ are open. Since 0 is the fixed set of a on F\ it is also clear that Q is

closed in F\. Since F\ is connected it follows that Fl = i~l if ñ is nonvoid. From

this it would follow that v(p)=p for all p in 7^, so that pi = cr(pt) =p\, a con-

tradiction. Therefore the sets F\, • • ■ , F? are disjoint for each z in V.

If z<E V and fG-D», it follows that g—t has exactly one simple zero in each

of the sets F\, which we denote by p}, • ■ ■ , p". If we can show that g—t

vanishes at no other point of Y, it will follow that ¿G Uo- To see this, let H

be the set of all t in Dz such that g(p)=t for some p in Y—F\— ■ ■ • — F?.

Clearly H is a closed subset of D, and z(£H. To see that H is open in D, or

that 7_?2 — H is closed in D,, let t in 2?, be in the closure of D, — H, so that there

exists u in Dz — H arbitrarily near to t. By Lemma 14, (g — u)~l is in 2Io, so
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that (h-h(pi)) ■ ■ ■ (h-h(pl))(g-u)~l is in 21, for each A in 21. Letting u

converge to t, we see that

(A - h(p\)) • • • (A - h(pnt))(g - if1 = Ao

is in 2Í. Thus for any p in Y with g(p)=t we have

(h(p) - h(p')) ■ • • (h(p) - h(pl)) = (g(p) - t)ho(p) = 0.

Since A was any element in 21, it follows that p is one of the points p\. Thus

t£.Dz—H. Since H is both open and closed, and since z£/T, we see that H is

void. Therefore DzQUo. Since A(z)t^0 and the p\ depend continuously on

t for t in Dt, we see that A(t) ^ 0 for all t sufficiently near z. Thus V is an open

subset of U.

Now A is an analytic function on V, because for l^ig« the mapping

t-^>p\ is an analytic function from D, to A. We see by the above formula for

K¡ that every boundary point of V is either a point of g(X) or a point at

which A converges to 0. Let B be the boundary of V. It follows from Lemma

16 that N = B—g(X) is an isolated set. Therefore U— V is an isolated subset

of U. Therefore U is a g-regular component of — g(X) of multiplicity «. If

/>£ Y and g(/>)£ V, then ¿>£A so that p is a one-dimensional point of Y of

multiplicity 1. If, on the other hand, g(p)(zzU — V, let W be a neighborhood

of z = g(p) such that IF— {z} CF. Thus g~(W— {z}) (where g~ is the relation

inverse to g) is an w-sheeted Riemann surface S over W— {z} and the func-

tions in 21 are all analytic and bounded on S. Thus 5 can be completed to a

Riemann surface So over W, with possible branch points at z, on which the

functions in 21 can be extended to be analytic. Thus So has a natural mapping

into Y, and it is clear that every point in the image To oí So — S in Y is one-

dimensional. It is also clear that there are at most n such points. It remains

to prove that /?£ Po. To see this, we use the same type of proof that was used

above to show that g — t vanishes only at p), ■ • ■ , p". Thus we consider

arbitrary functions Ai, • • • , A„ in 21, so that

(hi - hy(pl)) ■ ■ ■ (hn- K(pl))(g - u)~l

is in 21 for each u in W— {z}. Letting u converge to z we see that

(A, - hy(pl))  ■■■(hn- hn(P"))(g - Z)-1 = A„

is in 21, where pl, • • • , pn are certain points (not necessarily distinct) in P0

with g(pi)=z. We therefore have

(h(p)   - kW))   ■  ■  ■  (hn(p)   - hn(P"))   =   (g(p)   - Z)ho(p)   =  0.

Since hi is any element of 21, p is one of the points />*, as was to be proved.

It remains to show that (g—z)"1 is rational over 21 with poles pl, ■ ■ • , pn

whenever p1, • ■ ■ , pn are distinct points in  Y with g(pi)=z(E.U, l^i£n.
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Since we have just seen that the function Ao is in 21 for all choices of the A,-,

this will follow from the following lemma.

Lemma 18. Let g be a function in a uniform algebra 21 and let py, • • • , pn

be points in the spectrum Y of 21 such that h0 = g_1Ai • • • A„ is in 21 whenever

the functions hi are in 21 and hi(pi) =g(pî) =0 for 1 á*á». FAe« g_1 is rational

over 21 with poles pi, ■ • • , pn.

Proof. Let

hi = tg+ fi,

where/<£21, fi(pi) =0,fi(p/) — 1 iorj^i and where t will be chosen. It is clear

that ho(pi) is a polynomial P,- of degree <« in í and that the coefficient of t

in F i is 1. Thus t may be chosen so that P<(i) t^O for all i, and thus ho(pi) 9^0

for all i. It follows from Definition 4 that g_1 is rational over 21 with poles

Pi, • • ■ , Pn-
We next investigate the nature of points p in Y—X with g(p)(zzg(X).

Lemma 19. Let %be a uniform algebra with Silov boundary X and spectrum

Y. Let g be a function in 21 and U be a g-regular component of —g(X) of multi-

plicity n. Let the point z0 in g(X) be the vertex of a nondegenerate triangle whose

interior lies in U. Let there exist only a finite number of points q in X with

g(q) =zo- Then there exist at most n points po in Y—X with g(po)=z<¡, and each

of these points is a one-dimensional point of Y—X.

Proof. It is no loss of generality to assume that zo = 0 and that the segment

(0, l] of the real axis lies interior to the triangle in question. There therefore

exists a constant P>0 such that

dist(z, g(X)) ^ Kx

for 0<xaL
Let po be any point in Y—X such that g(po) =zo = 0. The idea of the proof

will be to perturb g to a function go such that go(po) will lie in a go-regular

component of — go(-X"), thereby showing that po is one-dimensional. The per-

turbing function A will be any function in 21 such that h(po) = 1 and h(q) =0

whenever g£X and g(<z)=0. Such a function A exists because the number

of such points q is finite.

Since A vanishes on the set g-(0)C\X, there exists x in (0, l] such that

\h(p)\<K whenever p(=X and \g(p)\ £(l+K/2)x. Write go=g+MA,

where M=min{x/2, (2||A||)-1P'x}. Let p be any point in Y with go(p)=x.

Then

¡ g(p) -x\  ûM\h(x)\  û M\\h\\ Ú-Kx< dist(*, g(X)).

It follows that g(p)GU, so that p is a one-dimensional point, and some

neighborhood of p with p deleted lies in A. It also follows that there are only
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a finite number of such p, since an accumulation point of (go)~(x) would be

a point in (go)~(x) which could not be one-dimensional. Thus (go)~(x) is

finite and consists of points each of which has a deleted neighborhood lying

in A. It follows that y is a go-regular point of —goiX) for all y sufficiently near

to x. Choose such a y with M<y^x, and let V be the component of — goiX)

which contains y. By Lemma 17, F is go-regular. We shall show that the

interval [M, x] belongs to V. It will follow that po is one-dimensional, since

goipo) =g(po)+Mh(po) = 0+M = MGF and V is go-regular.

To see that [iii, x]CF, it is clearly enough to show zGgoCX") for z in

[M, x]. Therefore consider z with M^z<x, and let p be any point in X. To

show that go(p)^*z, there are two cases to consider. First consider the case

\g(p)\>(l+K/2)x.Then

I goiP) |   ^ | gip) |  - M||A|| >(l + jK)x-^Kx = x>z

so that goip)9*z. Next consider the case \g(p)\ ^(l+K/2)x, so that \h(p)\

<K. Then

dist(g0(i), g(X)) fg | go(p) - g(p) |   = M | h(p) |   <MK^zK

g dist (z, g(X)),

so that go(p) 9*z in this case also.

Thus we have shown that every po in Y—X with g(po)=0 is a one-

dimensional point of Y which has a deleted neighborhood consisting of points

in A. Thus for each neighborhood N of po we see that g(N) is a neighborhood

of 0. It follows that there are at most n such points p0, since otherwise all

points / in the complex plane which are sufficiently near to 0 would be the

images under g of more than « points in Y, and we know that this is not the

case for / in U. This completes the proof of Lemma 19.

It remains to give conditions which make a component of — g(X) g-

regular. In doing this we essentially follow Wermer [l], although the details

are different. The idea is to start from the unbounded component of — g(X),

which is obviously g-regular, and to proceed step by step, showing that a

component of — g(X) which is close enough to a g-regular component is it-

self g-regular. The crucial lemma is the following, which is derived following

Wermer.

Lemma 20. Let 21 £>e a uniform algebra with Silov boundary X and spectrum

Y. Let g be a function in 21 and U and V components of —g(X), such that there

exists zin V with (g — z)~lG21 for some z in V (so that V is g-regular of multi-

plicity 0). Let there exist an open Jordan arc Ji which is an open subset of g(X)

such that J=g~(Ji)(~\X is mapped homeomorphically by g onto Ji and such

that U and V are the components of —g(X) which border on Ji. Then U is g-

regular of multiplicity 0 or 1.
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Proof. By replacing the function g in 21 by the function (g—z)~l in 21 we

reduce to the case in which V is the unbounded component of — g(X). After

replacing the arc Ji by a slightly smaller arc—if necessary—-we can find a

simple closed curve T in the complex plane with interior $> such that g(J)

= J\ÇT and g(X) CTWÍ». Let d> be a conformai map of $ onto {w: \w\ <l},

so that <t> can be extended to a homeomorphism of TKJ& onto

D = {w: | w\   Ú l}.

By a theorem of Mergelyan [6] we see that <p is a uniform limit on TU<£ of

polynomials, so that go = # o g is in 21.

Let Zo be any point in U. Write w0 = <p(zo) and U0 = <p(U). Let ip be the

inverse mapping to <j>, so that g=ip o go. Now if go —Wo vanishes at a unique

point po in Y then clearly g —Zo vanishes at the unique point po in Y. If pa

lies in A and g0 — w0 vanishes to multiplicity 1 at po then, since g=^ o g0, the

function g —Zo also vanishes to multiplicity 1 at po. It follows that to show z0

is g-regular of multiplicity 1 it is sufficient to show that Wo is go-regular of

multiplicity 1. The same statement holds of multiplicity 0. Thus to show that

zo is g-regular of multiplicity 0 or 1 (and thereby prove the lemma) it is suffi-

cient to show that w0 is go-regular of multiplicity 0 or 1. There are two cases

to consider, depending on whether (go — Wo)-1 is in 21. If it is then w0 is go-

regular of multiplicity 0. Thus we have left the case (go — w0)-1£2I. Under

this assumption there exists a finite, complex-valued Baire measure /lonl

with

J  (go - Wo)-Hu * 0

and

J fdß = 0

for all/in 21. Now

0 t^  I  (go — wo)~ld¡x =  I  (w — w0)~1dv(w),

where v = go(u). If we let Jo be the arc go(J) =<k(Ji) oí the boundary of D, and

Xo = go(X), we see that Jo is open in X0 and that go maps J = go~(Jo) homeo-

morphically onto Jo. Also i/o and the unbounded component of — Xo are

the components of — X0 which adjoin Jo. Clearly v is a measure on X0.

For each / in 21 the measure ffx on X defined by

ow(s) - r /du
J8
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for all Baire sets 5 will be orthogonal to 21. In particular fu is orthogonal to

all polynomials in go so that the measure

"/ = <?o(/m)

on Xo is orthogonal to all polynomials. Clearly vi = v. For each / in 21 define

the analytic function / on i/o by

f(w) - f it- w)-Hv,(t) = j(go- w)-*fdu.

We have

ÏM = f (■w — wo) ldv(w) 9* 0,

so that i does not vanish identically on Uo- Thus the set T oí zeros of i is

an isolated subset of Uo- Since v¡ is orthogonal to all polynomials,

/
(/ - w)-xdv,(i) = 0

for all win —D. Since JQ separates —D from U0, it follows (see for example

Wermer [7, p. 49]) that/has nontangential boundary values f(to) at almost

all points fo in Jo, given by

¡(to) = 2«
f dr,(t)-\

L dt _L;
where dv¡(t)/dt is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure v¡ on Jo with

respect to the measure dt on J0. If we let A be the map of Jo onto / which is

inverse to go then the restriction of v¡ to Jo has the representation

"/ = «?o(» = (foh)go(n) = (foh)-v

for all/ in 21. It follows that

¡(to) = (f ok)-1(h)

for almost all t0 in /0- It follows that for arbitrary/i and/2 in 21 the function

oi=fif2—[fif2] Î on Uo has nontangential boundary values which vanish

almost everywhere on J0. Therefore a vanishes identically on Uo. If T denotes

the isolated subset of Uo on which Ï vanishes, for each / in 21 define the func-

tion / on i/o — T by

/ = //"!•

Thus / is analytic in Uo~T and fij2= L/1/2]- for all/1 and /2 in 21. For each

to in Uo — T it follows that the map f—>fiw) is a homomorphism of 21 into the

complex numbers and therefore defines a point in the spectrum Y of 21. Thus

we see that | ~f(w) \ á ||/|| for all w in i/o — T. It follows that / can be extended
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to all of i/o and has non tangential boundary values / o A at almost all points

of Jo.
To show that wa is go-regular of multiplicity 1, let p be the point in Y

defined by

f(p)=f(wo)

for all/ in 21. It is enough to show that (go — Wo)-1 is rational over 21 with a

simple pole at p. To do this, consider/ in 21 with f(p) =J(w0) =0. Then

J f(go - Wo)~ldix = J  (go - Wo)-ld(fp)

=  I  (w — wo^dv^w) = f(w0) = J(wo) ■ i(wo)

= fip)l(wo) = 0.

Now p. can be any measure on X which is orthogonal to 21 and which is not

orthogonal to (g — Zo)-1. Since such a « exists, every measure ironl which is

orthogonal to 21 can be written as the difference of two such «. Thus

J  figo - Wonder = 0

for all / in 2Í with f(p)=0 and all such a. The function /i =/(go — w0)_1 is

therefore in 21. If/=(g0 —w0) then fi(p) = 1^0. Thus (g0—w0)~l is rational

over 21 with a simple pole at p. It follows that go — w>o vanishes on Y at the

unique point p in A which is a simple zero of go — Wo. Thus Wo is go-regular of

multiplicity 1, as was to be proved.

Lemma 21. Let % be a uniform algebra with spectrum Y and Silov boundary

X. Let A be the analytic part of Y. Let g be a function in 21 and U and V be

components of —g(X). Let Jo be a smooth simple open Jordan arc which is an

open subset of g(X) such that the set J=g~(Jo)C\X is mapped homeomorphically

by g onto Jo. Let U and V be the components of —g(X) which adjoin Jo. Let V

be g-regular of multiplicity n. Then U is g-regular of multiplicity n, n+i, or

n-1.

Proof. By the smoothness of J0, all points in P0 are vertices of nondegen-

erate triangles whose interiors lie in V. Consider / in 21 and form the function

A on F defined at any g-regular point z of F by

a(z)= n if (p.) - f(pi))*,
is«ys»

where pi, • • ■ , pi are the points in g-({z}). The definition of A is completed

by defining it to be 0 at other points of V, so that A is an analytic function on
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V. If / is chosen to have distinct values at the points p\, • • • , p, for some

particular z then A will not vanish identically on V. Let/ be so chosen. Then

the set r of points Zo in Jo such that A(z) does not converge to 0 as z—>Zo is

dense in Jo. For each zo in T there exist at least « distinct points g in F with

g(q) =z0. Now for any z0 in J0 there exists exactly one g in A7" with g(q) =z0 and

by Lemma 19 there are at most « such q in Y—X. Thus there are at most

M + l distinct points q in Y with g(q) =z0, for all z0 in J0. Let Zo be chosen to

be a point in J0 for which the number k of such points g is a maximum. Thus

¿^w + 1. On the other hand, ¿^« because for z0 in T there exist « such points

q. The rest of the proof of Lemma 21 divides into the consideration of two

cases. Case 1 will be the case ¿ = « + 1 and Case 2 the case ¿ = «.

We consider first Case 1. Since there is exactly 1 point «2 in A" with g(q)

= Zo, there are exactly « points qi, • • • , qn in Y—X with g(g.) =Zo. By Lemma

19, each <2< is a one-dimensional point of Y and therefore has a deleted neigh-

borhood which lies in A. Thus if we replace z0 by a sufficiently near point of

Jo we may asume that (frGA, l^iún, and that g —Zo has a simple zero at

each of the points g¿. Thus there exist disjoint neighborhoods Wi, ■ ■ ■ , Wn in

A of gi, • • • , qn respectively whose closures lie in A each of which g maps

homeomorphically onto a neighborhood T of z0. We may choose T so that

Ur\T and V(~\T are connected. Write

W = Wi \J • • • U Wn

and 7? = bdry W. Let 33i be all rational functions over 21 whose poles lie in

W. Let 33 be the closure of 33i in the space C(Y— W). We see by Lemma 13

that the Silov boundary X0 of 33 is a subset of XKJB. Thus g(X0) C(bdry T)

VJg(X). It follows that there are unique components U0 and F0 of — g(X0)

with UoZ)Ti\U and FoDTHF. Since V is g-regular for 21 of multiplicity «,

and since TCg(Wx) for each i, we see that g'iTi^V)QWi, so that TÍWC.

— g(T— W). Since T— W is the spectrum of 33 it follows that F0 is g-regular

of multiplicity 0 for the algebra 33. If i/o and F0 are the same component of

—g(X0) then Uo is g-regular for the algebra 33 of multiplicity 0. Otherwise

(by Lemma 20) Uo is g-regular for the algebra 33 of multiplicity either 0 or 1.

Thus in either case Uo is g-regular for the algebra 33 of multiplicity 0 or 1.

In case Uo is g-regular for 33 of multiplicity 0 then for each z in i/o g — z does

not vanish on Y— W so that z is g-regular for 21 of multiplicity «. Thus in

this case U is g-regular of multiplicity «. In case Uo is g-regular of multiplicity

1 for 33 let z be any point in TC~\U and let po be the point in Y—W with

gipo) —z. Thus g — z vanishes on Fat exactly the points po, pi, • • • , pn, where

pi for 1 úiún is that point in PF< with g(pî) =z. To show that Uisa g-regular

component of multiplicity ra + 1 for the algebra 21 it suffices to show that

ii~z)_1 is rational over 21 with poles p0, pi, • • • , pn. To this end consider/

in 21 vanishing at po, ■ • ■ , pn. Since z is a g-regular point for 33 of multiplicity

1 and/(p0) =0 we see that/(g—z)-1 G 93. Thus if <p is a bounded linear func-

tional on C(X) which vanishes on 21 we have
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*\fig - s)-1] =  f fig - z)-1^* = 0
J B

since/(g — z)-1 is analytic in W and on the boundary B of W. Since this is

true for all <¡> we have/(g—z)~l£2l. By Lemma 18 it follows that (g—z)~l is

rational over 21 with poles p0, • • • , pn and therefore that U is g-regular for

2t of multiplicity « + 1. Thus we see that in Case 1, U is g-regular of multi-

plicity « or « + 1.

It remains to consider Case 2, so that there are« — 1 points, say qit • • • ,qn-i

in Y—X with g(g.) =z0. Since by Lemma 19 each q{ has a deleted neighbor-

hood which lies in A, we may assume—by replacing z0 by a nearby point of

Jo if necessary—that each g,- belongs to A and is a simple zero of g — z0. Choose

disjoint neighborhoods Wi, • • • , Wn-i in A of qi, • • • , qn-i respectively

which g maps homeomorphically onto a neighborhood P of z0 such that the

Wi are disjoint subsets of A and such that T(~\U and T(~\V are connected.

If P is chosen small enough then P= (Tr\U)\J(Tr\V)\J(TC\Jo). Write

o . W\vj • • • u Wn-i w g-(p r\ v).

We first show that fl£A. To do this it is sufficient to show that

H = g~(T H F) - Wi --Wn-i C A.

Consider po in H, so that z = g(po) is in V. Thus there exist pi in Wi, • ■ • ,

pn-y in Wn-i with g(pi)=z. Thus po, • • • , pn-i are distinct points in g~({z} ).

Since z£ Fand V is g-regular of multiplicity » these points are all of g~({z}).

It follows from Lemma 17 that £o£A. Therefore ŒCA.

Now let 93i be the set of all functions rational over 21 whose poles lie in

fi and let 93 be the closure of 93i in the space C(Y—Q¡). Thus the Silov bound-

ary Xo of 93 is a subset of XUbdry ß. Since UC\ T and VT\ T are connected

these sets are therefore contained respectively in components U0 and F0 of

— g(X0). The component V0 of — g(X0) is g-regular of multiplicity 0 relative

to the algebra 93 since g — z does not vanish on Y — 0 whenever z£ VC\T. By

Lemma 20, Uo is g-regular of multiplicity 0 or 1 for the algebra 93. Now if

i/o is g-regular for 93 of multiplicity 0 then g — z does not vanish on Y—ti for

z in i/nPC i/o, so that for such z the zeros of g — z are in WyU • ■ ■ \JWn-i.

Therefore z is a g-regular point of —g(X) of multiplicity w —1. Thus we need

only consider the case in which i/o is g-regular for 93 of multiplicity 1. In this

case for each z in Ti^UQUo there is exactly one point X(z) in Y—fl with

g(\(z)) =z, and the map z-^\(z) is a homeomorphism of T(~\U onto an open

subset of A(93), where A(93) C Y—Q is the analytic set for the algebra 93. We

now extend the function X from TC\ U to the entire set P= (TC\ U)\J(Ti\ V)

KJ(Ti\Jo). For each z in TC\Jo let X(z) be the point in X with gÇK(z)) =z, so

that X is a homeomorphism of TC\Jo onto a subset of /. For each z in T(~\ V

let X(z) be that point in H with gÇX(z)) =z. There exists one such point X(z)

because otherwise g—z would vanish on Y only at the points p\, • • • , pn-i
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in A, at which points g — z has simple zeros, contradicting the fact that Fis

g-regular of multiplicity «. On the other hand there is at most one such point

X(z) in H, again because F is g-regular of multiplicity w. Thus X(z) is uniquely

defined on T(~\V. From Lemma 17 it follows that X(z)GA for all z in TCW.

Clearly X is an analytic homeomorphism of T(~\ V onto an open subset of A.

Thus we have defined a map X from T to F. Since X is continuous on each

of the sets TC\U, TC\V and TC\Jo, to show that X is continuous on T it is

only necessary to show that X is continuous at points of Tf~\J0. If this were

not so there would exist z in Tf~\J0 and a sequence {z,} in T converging to z

with X(z.) converging to a point q9*\(z) in  F. Since X(z<)GF—IFi— • • •

— TF„_i we have q(EY— Wi— • • • — IF„_i. Let uit lá*á» —1, be the point
in Wi for which g(w<) =z. Thus «i, • • • , m„_i, q, X(z) are distinct points in Y

mapping by g onto z. Since zG Jo this contradicts the fact that ¿ = « in Case 2.

This contradiction shows that X is a continuous map of T into F. Now for

each/in 21 the function/o X is continuous on Tand analytic on T—J0. Since

Jo is smooth,/oX is analytic on T. Thus/oX has no strong maximum inte-

rior to Tso that/ has no strong maximum on the set X(T). Thus X(J0) C J is an

open subset of X such that every / in 21 assumes its maximum on X— X(Jo).

This contradicts the fact that X is the Silov boundary of 21. This contradic-

tion shows that Uo can not be a g-regular component of — g(A0) of multiplic-

ity 1 for the algebra 33. This was the last remaining case so that the proof of

Lemma 21 is complete.

4. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let Ube any component of — g(X) and let w2 be any

point of U. Let Wi be any point of the unbounded component of —g(X). Let

7 be a Jordan arc which joins Wi to w2 and fulfills conditions (d) of the state-

ment of Theorem 1. If — giX) has a finite numberj of components then clearly

7 can be chosen to intersect g(X) in at most j—1 points. Thus y — g(X) con-

sists of a finite number of components 71, • • • , 7*, which we order according

to the direction along 7 from Wi to w2. If —g(X) has a finite number j of

components then k ^¡j. Now each 7,- belongs to some component £/,• of — g(X).

Clearly íüíG Ui and w2G Uk, so that  Ui is the unbounded component of

— g(X) and Uk= U. We thereby see by applying Lemma 21 ¿ — 1 times that

i/= Uk is a g-regular component of — g(X) of multiplicity at most ¿—1. By

Lemma 19, each p in F — X for which g(p) is the vertex of some nondegenerate

triangle whose interior lies in U is a one-dimensional point of Y—X, and at

most ¿ — 1 such points lie over a given point in g(Y). Thus Y—X is the union

of A and the set T of one-dimensional points of Y—X which are not in A.

Clearly T has no cluster point in Y—X and so is an isolated set. To each p

in T choose a deleted neighborhood U oí p in A such that U is a finitely-

sheeted covering space by the map g of g([/)= {z: 0<|z — g(p)\ <r}. Thus U

is a finite Riemann surface over g(U). Therefore U can be completed to a

finite Riemann surface V over giU)*U{ g(p)}. Let pi, • • • ,pm be those points
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in V which cover g(p). Consider the set 5 consisting of A and the points

pi, • • • , pm for all p in P. This set can be given as follows the structure of a

Riemann surface. At each pin A, S has the structure of A, and at each of the

points pi, S has the structure of V. Clearly 5 is a Riemann surface which

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Since S is separable it has only a countable number of

components. Since the functions in 2Í are constant on no component of S, by

a standard construction there exists g in 2t which is constant on no component

of S. Let

Pi C K2 C • ■ • C P» C • • •

be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of 5 whose union is S. By induc-

tion we choose open sets UiQS with the following properties:

(1) Ui-iUKiQUi and 77< is compact.

(2) The boundary y i of i/,- is the union of a finite number of disjoint

smooth closed Jordan curves.

(3) dg vanishes nowhere on y{.

(4) g(pi) =g(p2) for at most a finite set of pairs (pi, p2) of distinct points

of Y<.

(5) g(yi)l^g(yi-i) is a finite set.

(6) g(7<)^g(Y<-i)^í:(Y¿-2) ¡s void.

Assume that Ui, ■ ■ ■ , i/,_i have been chosen. Since i/,_iVJP¿ is compact,

there exist Ui and 7,- satisfying (1) and (2). Since g is nonconstant on each

component of 5, the curves 7,- can be moved slightly, if necessary, so that

(3), (4), and (5) are satisfied. Since by the induction hypothesis g(7,-i)

ng(7,_2) is finite, we may choose 7,- so that (6) is also satisfied.

Having chosen the sets Ui and 7» for all i, we let 21,- be the closure of 21

in C(Ui) = C(Ui^Jyi). Let F¿ be the spectrum and X¿ the Silov boundary of
21,-. Let in be the natural map of Ui into Yt. Since every function in 2I¿ assumes

its maximum for the set Z7< on yit it is clear that

Xi C Ti(yi).

Because of this and the properties (3) and (4) above we see that the algebra

21,- and the function g in 2Í< satisfy all conditions of Theorem 1. Let A,- be

the analytic part of Yi and let Ti— Yi — X(— A¡, so that P< is a countable

isolated set. Let Si be the Riemann surface corresponding to the algebra 21,-

constructed in the proof of Theorem 1. Let Xi be the map of S¿ onto Yi — Xi.

Since UiQUj for i<j, there is a natural homeomorphism $,-< of F,- into

Yj such that

fiïAP)) = fip)

for all p in F< and all/in 21, where/ on the left of this equation is considered

as a function in 2Iy and/on the right is considered as a function in 2Í¿. Clearly
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<Pkj O <bji = <pki

for i<j<k.
If iiG'S'j and syGSy write Si = Sj in case there exists a neighborhood F< of

Si in 5,-, a neighborhood Vj of 5,- in 5,-, and a homeomorphism /3 of F,- onto Fy

such that

(*) /oX,= /oXyo/3       onF<

for all/ in 21. Since/oX¡ and/oXy are analytic on 5< and S¡ respectively, it

follows that ß is necessarily an analytic homeomorphism of F< onto Fy. It

is clear that s< = Jy implies that ß(s) =s for all s in F<. If i=j and Si9*s,-, so

that Si = Sj, it follows that s=ß(s) for some j in Si with ß(s) in 5,-, S9*ß(s),

X,(i) GT<, Xi(j3(s)) GT,-- This contradicts the equation (*) because there exists

/in 21 assuming distinct values at the distinct points X<(s) and ~Ki(ß(s)) of F,-.

Therefore no two distinct points in Si axe equivalent. It is clear that = is an

equivalence relation on the set U< S„ where the 5, are taken to be disjoint.

Let S' be the set of all equivalence classes of U< S,-. We thus have a natural

one-one map a< of Si onto a subset Si of S', where Sí consists of those equiva-

lence classes which contain elements of Si. It is clear that for each / in 21

there exists a unique function /' on S' with

f'i'iiSi)) - fiUSi))

for all Si in 5„ 1 ̂ i < ». Define

21'= {/':/G2l}

so that 21' is an algebra of functions on S'. Let t be the mapping /—>/' from

21 onto 21'.
We topologize S' by defining WQS' to be open if <tt(W) is open in 5,-

for all i. Clearly this gives a topology on S' and the functions in 21' are all

continuous in this topology. The maps en are also clearly continuous. Con-

sider an open set WiQSi. We shall show that W=Oi(Wi) is open in S'. To

this end we must show that <ty(W) = W,- is open for all j. Now if syGIF, then

Sj = Si, where 5< = <rr(<ry(5y)) is in Wi. Thus there exists a neighborhood F<C Wi

oí Si, a neighborhood Fy of Sy, and a homeomorphism ß of F< onto Fy such

that ß(s)=s for all s in F,-. Therefore aj(ß(s)) =cn(s) so that ß(s) G W¡. Thus

VjQWj. It follows that Wy is open for each j so that W is open in S'. Thus

cri is a homeomorphism of 5,- onto the open subset S( of S'. It follows that

{S¡ } is a covering of S' by open sets, each of which is homeomorphic to a

Riemann surface Si by a given map <r,-. Thus to give S' the structure of a

Riemann surface it is sufficient to show that the map csj o ff< of oj(S'i r\Sj )

onto crj-(S¡ r\S¡ ) is analytic for all i and j. Let pi be any point in or(Sí í\Sj ),

so that

Pi = *Ti°¡ipi))evTis!r\sn
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and pi = pj. There therefore exist neighborhoods F< and Fy of pi and pj respec-

tively and an analytic homeomorphism ß of F< onto Fy satisfying (*). As

above, <r,(s) =Oj(ß(s)) for all s in F¿. Thus on F,-, j3 = oy~ o Oí, so that aj o <Ti

is analytic at the point pi. Thus aj o er,- is analytic on ar(SÍ C\S¡). It follows

that S' can uniquely be given the structure of a Riemann surface in such a

way that the maps ai are all analytic. As a consequence the functions /' in

21' are all analytic on S'.

Now let 0 be a continuous homomorphism of 21 onto the complex numbers.

Thus there exists a compact subset K oí S with

l<K/)|   =sup{|/(/>)|:¿£P}

for all/ in 21. Since the Ui cover S there exists « with KCUn. Since g(7„)

^giln+i)f~^giyn+i) is void we may choose m with #(g)£g(7m), where m = n,

»+1, or ra+2. Thus K(ZUm. Therefore

U(/)| ásup{ \f(p)\ :peun}

for all / in 21. There therefore exists q0 in Ym with <b(f) =f(qo) for all / in 21.

Since g(qo) =<f>(g) £g(-Xm) it follows that g0£ Ym — Xm. Let pm be any point in

Sm with \m(pm) —qo. Write p = crm(pm). It follows that p£5' and

f'(í) -/(*.<*)) =fi\mipm)) =/(?o) = <K/)

for all/ in 21. This proves (2) of Theorem 2.

Now let £ be any point in S. As above there exists i with ¿>£t/¿, g(£)

£g(X<). Thus Tn(p)$:Xi so that tt,(/>) £ F,--X<. Let F be a neighborhood

of p in t/< with Wi(V)CYi-Xi and g(5)^g(£) for all g in V-\p}. Thus

""<(?)T^TiiP) for all such g. Since the points of P<= Yt—Xi—A,- are isolated

in F,—X,-, we may choose F so small that 7r,(F— {/>}) CA,-. Now/<07r<=/

for all / in 21, where we have subscripted / on the left to show that it is con-

sidered as a function on Yi. Since /< is analytic on A< and / is analytic on V

and since/ can be chosen to have a simple zero at any point in A<, the map it,-

of V— {p} into Aj is analytic. Therefore the map Xr o x¿ of V— {p} into 5<

is analytic. Since Xr(7r,-(g)) must converge as q—>p to one of the points t in Si

for which X,(i) = iTi(p), it follows that Xr o ir< has a unique extension to an

analytic map ct0 from F into 5,-. Write a = <r<oao. It is clear that a is an

analytic map from V into S' such that

(**) f oa = foXiOao = foTi = f       on F

for all / in 21.
Thus each p in 5 has a neighborhood V which admits an analytic map

a into S' satisfying (**). Assume that some open set Fin S admits two ana-

lytic maps ay and ct2 into 5' both satisfying (**). We show that ai = a;2. As-

sume otherwise. There therefore exists p in V with oti(p) ?^a2(p) and dcty(p)

t^O, dai(p)?±0. Thus there exists a neighborhood F0 of p which ay and a2
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respectively map homeomorphically onto disjoint open sets Vi and F2 in

S'. Since {St} is an open cover of S' we may assume ViCZSí, V2C.Sj for

certain i and j. Thus ßo — ot2 o af maps Fi homeomorphically onto F2. Thus

ß = crj o ßoo er i maps an open set in Si homeomorphically onto an open set in

Sj. For each / in 21 we have

/ o Xy o ß = f Oo-jOß = f o ßo O (Ti

= / o ct~ o o-i = /' O a, = / o X<.

Therefore ß(s) =s for all j in or(Fi). It follows that ßo(s') —s' for all s' in Vi.

This contradicts the fact that Fi and F2 are disjoint, proving that ai = a2.

Thus we may define a map <r of 5 into S' by defining <r(p) =a(p) for each p

in S, where a is an analytic map of some neighborhood V oí p into S' which

satisfies (**). Since a is unique the map <r is well-defined. Clearly a is an

analytic map from 5 into S' such that/' o cr—f for all/ in 21, or

(rif))i<rip)) = fip)

for all p in 5 and/ in 21. This is just (*) of Definition 2. Thus to show that

(21', S') and the mappings cr, r define an extension of (21, S) it only remains

to prove that 21' is holomorphically complete. Clearly 21' is an algebra. Since

g is not constant on any component of A,-, 1 ̂ i< =°, g o X< is not constant

on any component of 5'.

Thus it remains to show that 21' is closed in the topology of uniform con-

vergence on compact subsets of S'. Consider therefore a sequence {// } of

elements in 21' converging uniformly on compact subsets of S' to a function

F on S'. The sequence {/<} then converges uniformly on compact subsets of

S to F o a. Thus /= F o <rG2I. It follows that F—f vanishes on a(S). Once

condition (1) of Theorem 2 is verified it will follow from this that F—f,

which is a uniform limit on compact subsets of S' of elements in 21', vanishes

on all of S'. Thus F=f will be in 21', as was to be proved.

It only remains to verify conditions (1), (3), and (4) of Theorem 2. To

verify (1) consider a compact subset K of S'. Since {S¡ } is an open cover of

S' there exist S'(l, • • • , S'^ which cover K. Let ¿=l+sup{ti, • • • ,in}. Since

a(yk) is a compact subset of 5', it is enough to show that Sí Qc(yk) for all

i<k. (Here â(yk) — G, where G = cr(yk).) Since

<r(yi) C ff(Vk) C c(yk)

for i<k, it is sufficient to show that

SI C Siyli

for all i. Consider po in SI and write £=X,(aT(£0)) so that £GF,- and f(p)

=f'(po) for all/in 21. Thus
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I f'iPo) I   -  \fiP)\   =sup{|/(?)| :qeXi}

^ sup{ | f(q) | : q £ 7.}

= sup{ I f'(q) I :g£ cr(7¿)},

so that poÇ.ôr(yi). This proves (1) of Theorem 2.

We turn to the proof of (3). Assume that (3) is false so that P intersects

some compact subset of S'XS' in an infinite set. Then there exists a sequence

\(pn , g»)} of distinct elements of P converging to an element (p', q') in

S'XS'. We may assume that the pn are distinct. Choose SI and Sj with

P'CzzSi, q'GSj. We may assume that pñ GS¡ and g» £5/ for all «. Let

pn = cTT(pn), gn = try-(g„'), p = crr(p'), g = o7(g'), so that {¿>„} converges to p

in S,- and {g„} converges to q in Sy. Choose k with A>t, A>/, and g'(p')

£g(Xfc). Now X, is a homeomorphism of some neighborhood V in S¿ of p

into Fj. Thus (frt,- o X< gives a homeomorphism of V into F*. Since Xy is a

homeomorphism of some neighborhood IF of g into Fy, tpkj o Xy is a homeo-

morphism of W into Yk. We may assume that />„£ F and gn£IF for all «.

For each / in 21 we have

/ o <pki o X, = foXi = /' o o-¿       on F.

Similarly,

/ O (bkj O Xy = / O Xy = /' O (Ty On W.

In particular,

= /(?»') = /'M?«)) = /(&y[Xy(g„)])

for all / in 2t. Thus 0ti(X,(p„)) and 0*y(Xy(g„)) are the same point y„ in F».

Now g(^,[X<(^)])=g(X<(rt)=g'(^')£g(Zlt) so that <MX;(p))£ F*-X* for
all « sufficiently large. Since P* is isolated in Yk — Xk it follows that y„£ Yk

— Xk — Tk=Xk for all n sufficiently large. Fix such a value of «. There exists

a neighborhood Fn of pn in 5¿ which <pk, o X< maps homeomorphically into

A*. Since 5¡ and A* are Riemann surfaces it follows from invariance of domain

(see [4, p. 95 ]) that <pki o X¿ maps Vn homeomorphically onto an open set in

At containing yn. Similarly d>k¡ o Xy maps some neighborhood Wn of qn homeo-

morphically onto an open set in A* containing yn. We may assume that

^,(X<(F„))=^y(Xy(IFn)). Thus

ß =   (<bkj O Xy)_ O (<pki O Xi)

is a homeomorphism of F„ onto IF„. Now

foXjOß = fo<j>kjO <t>H o Xi = /o <bki o Xi = /o X,-

on Vn for all/ in 21. It follows that
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pn = ßipn) = (4>kj O \j)-yn = qn.

Thus CTi(pn)=cTj(qn), or />„' =qá. This contradicts the fact that (pñ, <2n')GT

and thereby establishes the truth of (3) of Theorem 2.

It remains to prove (4) of Theorem 2. We first show that the closure of

SI is a compact subset of S' for each *'. Since the set

RÍ = o-i(Ri)    where   R{ = Xr(A.)

is dense in 5,', it is enough to show that the closure of RÍ is compact. Let

{pñ } be a sequence of points of RÍ. Let £n=Xi(aT(£n')), so that £nGAj. We

may assume, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that {pn} converges

to a point p in F,-. Choose m>i with g(p) Gg(Ym). Then <pmi(p) G Am. We

have the following diagram

Si±^Yi±ùYm^Sm,

and p„—>p in F< as «—» <». Since <£„,,• is continuous, <t>mi(pn)-^<pmiip) as «—> oo, so

that cbmi(pn) GAm for all w sufficiently large, say for all w. Thus for each « there

exists a unique point /„ in Sm with Xm(in) =<f>mi(pn). Let <2i, • • • , 5* be those

points in Sm with Xm(ffy) =(¡>mi(p), 1 áj á ¿. Thus to each open set F in 5m con-

taining the points qu • ■ • , qk corresponds a neighborhood F0 of <pni(p) in

Fm with Xm( F0) C F. Thus ¿«G F for all « sufficiently large. We may therefore

assume, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that /„ converges to one

of the points qi, • • • , qk, call it t. Let IF be a neighborhood of t in Sm mapped

homeomorphically by Xm into Ym. Take IF so small that Xm(IF— {t} ) GAm, so

that Xm is a homeomorphism of W— {t} onto an open set in Fm. W7e ma^' as-

sume that /„GIF for all « so that cbmiip*) =Xm(in)GXm(IF). Now pnGA,- and

<£m.(pn)GAm. Since <pm, maps a neighborhood of £„ homeomorphically into

Am, we may assume by invariance of domain that 0mi- maps a neighborhood

F„ in A,- of pn homeomorphically onto a neighborhood of <¡>mi(pn) in Am. We

may assume that <pmi(Vn) CXm(IF— {p}). Thus X¿¡ o <pmi maps F„ homeomor-

phically onto a neighborhood IFn of /„ in Sn and Xf maps F„ homeomorphi-

cally onto a neighborhood IF" of Xr(/>n) in 5,-. Therefore the map

ß = Xm" o <2>mí o X¿       on Wn

maps IF" homeomorphically onto IF„. If/is any function in 21 then

fo\i=fo<bmio\i=fo\moß       on IF".

Therefore

*7ipn) = ßixripn)) = tn,

so that

Pn    =  0-i(\T(pn))   =  <7m(0.
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Therefore {/>„' j converges to the point <xm(t) in 5'. Thus there is a convergent

subsequence of {/>„' }. Therefore the closure of S( is compact.

Consider any compact subset K of S'. We have seen above that K £<r(y<)

for some i. Therefore KC.â(yî). The set

H = S(yJ <r(yx)

is a subset of â(yi) because it was shown above that S¡ C<r(7.). Since Sí is

compact H is compact. The set

L = Rr\H

is also compact. Clearly K contains all points p such that (p, g)£P for some

g in L. We shall complete the proof by showing that conversely if pÇ.K — L

then (p, q)(E.T for some q in L. Consider p in K — L. Thus

p £ ¿(y<) - H.

It follows that

I f'iP) I   =^up{|/(g)|:g£7.}

for all / in 21. There therefore exists go in F< with f'(p) =/(go) for all / in 21.

Thus either g0£X< or go = Xi(gi) for some gi in 5,-. In the first case let gi be a

point in y i with ir¿(gi) =go, so that in the first case g = <r(gi)£/Tand

f'iq)=f(qi) =/(?») = /'(/>)

for all/in 2l. Thus (p, g)£P. In the second case let g = <r,(gi). Thus g£5/ QH

and/'(g) =/(X<(g1)) =/(g0) =f'(p) for all/ in 2l. Thus (p, q) £ P. Thus in either

case there exists q in H such that (p, g)£P. Also g£P because/'(g) =f'(p)

for all/in 2l. Therefore g£PfYif = P. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

We end with a result which completely describes the uniform closure of

an algebra of analytic functions on a compact subset of a Riemann surface.

Theorem 3. Let K be a compact subset of a Riemann surface S. Let 'ñ.be a

holomorphically complete algebra of analytic functions on S. Let 93 be the uniform

closure of 2l on K. Let Y be the spectrum of 93. Let (S', 2l') be the extension of

(S, 2I) described in Theorem 2, and a and r the maps there described. Let M be

the union of L = a(K) and all of those components of S' —L which are relatively

compact subsets of S'. Then

(a) 93 is isomorphic to the uniform closure of 2l' on M, via the maps a and r.

(b) For each <bin Y there exists p in M with <p(f) =f(p) for all fin 93, where

93 is considered as a subalgebra of C(M).

(c) PAe linear space 93 is of finite codimension in the space 93o of all con-

tinuous functions on M which are analytic at interior points of M.

Proof. From Theorem 2 it is clear that for each / in 21 the uniform norm

of / on K and the uniform norm of r(f) on L are equal. From this (a) follows

readily.
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Now by Theorem 2 there exists a compact set DQM such that for each

<f> in F there exists p in D with <p(f) =f(p) for all / in 21'. By (iv) of Theorem 2

and the principal theorem of [l] it follows that 33' is of finite codimension d

in 33i, where 93' is the uniform closure of 21' on D and where 93i is the set of

all continuous functions on D which are analytic at interior points of D.

Assume that D — M is not a finite set. Thus there exist distinct points

pi, • • ■ , pd+i in D — M. Since DCZM, for each i there exists a finite measure

Ui on M such that S¿—jw^ J_SÍ', where 5¿ is the point mass at pi. Now considered

as linear functionals on 93i these measures §,—/Ui are all linearly independent

because by Runge's theorem there exists fi in 93i which has the value 1 at pi

and 0 at the other p's and is arbitrarily small on M. But since these d +1 meas-

ures annihilate 93' we have a contradiction. Thus D — M is finite. Thus if <j>

in F does not have property (b) above then cp corresponds to a point p in

D — M. Since p is isolated in D an easy argument shows that cp is isolated in

F. By a theorem of Silov it follows that cp is in the Silov boundary of 93.

This contradiction shows that (b) is valid for all <¡> in F. Finally (c) follows

from Theorem 2 and the principal theorem of [l].
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